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Abstract:
The thesis reflects my personal journey to the hidden worlds, located in the realm of the inner space. These worlds are
accessed by alteration of the consciousness, which travels nonlinearly and expresses itself in various ways, presented as
separate zones in the book. The zones are related to the six intermediate states in Tibetan Buddhism - birth and life,
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meditation, dreams, time of death, second stage of the death process and rebirth.
The intention of the thesis is to take the reader on a journey and make him simultaneously a participant and observer.
Different styles of writing are incorporated in order to place the reader straight in the map of the inner space.
The thesis illustrates the idea of the multidimensional body of the future, which has subtle layers and selves, existing in
different dimensions. Death, rebirth and eventually immortality are part of the construct of this body.
The art works included in the thesis explore the hidden worlds and give the reader an idea about their content.
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Inner Space Cavern was discovered in 1963 by the Texas Highway Department. During construction of Interstate 35, they were required to do regulation core testing, which
required them to drill into the ground. As they did this, they inadvertently...more. Open Now. All reviews our tour guide great tour hidden passages tour basic tour hour tour nice
cave beautiful formations nice gift shop walking tour wild cave tour total darkness carlsbad caverns cave experience all ages kids and adults wear comfortable shoes long tour.
FilterEnglish. Updating list PageDiscussionView sourceView history. More Traversing the vast reaches of the Material Plane past the gravitational bonds of a planet is no small

task, but inhabitants of a few worlds—including Golarion—have achieved space travel, whether by spell, spaceship, a combination of the two, or other mysterious means.
Golarion's peoples have not developed the technological capacity to leave Golarion, but some have deployed powerful—if unstable—magical transports. For thousands of
years, voyagers of inner space--spiritual seekers, shamans, and psychoactive drug users--have returned from their inner imaginal travels reporting encounters with alien
intelligences. Inner Paths to Outer Space presents an innovative examination of how we can reach these other dimensions of existence and contact otherworldly beings. Based
on their more than 60 combined years of research into the function of the brain, the authors reveal how psychoactive substances such as DMT allow the brain to bypass our five
basic senses to unlock a multidimensional realm of existence where

